Open-enrolment Short Courses in the History of Art at Birkbeck.
All part of the Certificate of Higher Education in the History of Art.
2018-19
This page provides an over-view of the courses we are offering and links to the relevant Birkbeck pages where you
can download full course information and enrol. If you have any question, please email the Programme Director, Dr
Charlotte Ashby, c.ashby@bbk.ac.uk
For more information on the overall Certificate Programme that these courses are part of, follow this link:
Cert HE in History of Art Programme

Autumn Term – Commencing week of 1-Oct 2018
Foundation in History of Art
Taught by Daphne Hunter on Mondays 18:00-20:00, for two terms (01-Oct to 10-Dec for 11 weeks, followed by 14Jan to 25-Mar 2019, for another 11 weeks.) £1300
or
Taught by Rosanna Eckersley on Wednesdays 11:00-13:00, for two terms (03-Oct to 12-Dec for 11 weeks, followed
by 16-Jan to 27-Mar 2019, for another 11 weeks.) £1300
The module begins by focussing closely on a wide range
of artworks, then moves to fostering skills in thinking,
writing, and talking about what you see. Different ways
of approaching art are explored, such as considering the
status of the artist, the significance of patronage and the
market, social and historical contexts for particular
artworks, and the varied forms of art-historical writing.
The course is required for those wanting to complete the
Certificate in Higher Education but is also recommended
for those coming to art history for the first time.
Additionally, it will be of interest to and valuable for
those wishing to understand the issues and debates
central to art history, both in the past and today.
Foundation in History of Art at Birkbeck
At the very bottom of the page linked above you will see an
Enrol Now button. Immediately above that is a link: Class
outline/syllabus – this will allow you to download the full
syllabus for this course.

Louise Bourgeois, Arch of Hysteria, fabric, 2004
© Louise Bourgeois Trust

The Arts of Northern Europe: Bruges to Prague
Taught by Clare Ford Wille on Mondays 11:00-13:00, for two
terms. (01-Oct to 10-Dec for 11 weeks, followed by 14-Jan to 25Mar 2019, for another 11 weeks.) £1300
This module explores the rich art culture of the Germanic and
Netherlandish lands between 1380 and 1500. We will look at how
art was used in the service of God as well as to reflect wealth and
status during this period of increased prosperity. The impact of
new ideas will be examined, including new knowledge about
classical antiquity and new conventions about representing the
human body. Through paintings, sculptures and prints, the
module will trace the development of these cultural changes.
Artists examined include Jan van Eyck, Albrecht Dürer and Hans
Memling.
The Arts of Northern Europe: Bruges to Prague at Birkbeck

Albrecht Dürer, Adam and Eve, engraving, 1504
© Metropolitan Museum of Art

At the very bottom of the page linked above you will see an
Enrol Now button. Immediately above that is a link: Class
outline/syllabus – this will allow you to download the full
syllabus for this course.

Art and Society in Eighteenth Century Britain
Taught by Prasannajit De Silva on Mondays 18:00-20:00,
from 01-Oct to 10-Dec for 11 weeks. £650
Eighteenth-century Britain was marked by social change,
economic growth, global expansion, and new ways of
thinking. This module will consider the art world in the context
of the cultural, social and intellectual developments that were
taking place. It will encompass a range of items including
paintings, printed material, decorative arts, architecture and
gardens, and look at the work of figures such as William
Hogarth, Joshua Reynolds, Thomas Gainsborough and Robert
Adam.
Art and Society in Eighteenth Century Britain at Birkbeck
At the very bottom of the page linked above you will see an
Enrol Now button. Immediately above that is a link: Class
outline/syllabus – this will allow you to download the full
syllabus for this course.
William Hogarth, Gin Lane, 1751, etching and engraving
© British Museum

Bologna: Arts and the City
Taught by Kasia Murawska-Muthesius on Wednesdays 14:00-16:00, from 03-Oct to
12-Dec for 11 weeks. £650
By 1600, Bologna was a cultural crossroad of the Italian peninsula, attracting artists,
artisans as well as itinerant performers and charlatans from across Europe. The
celebrated Carracci Academy developed both the new, grand style of the Baroque, as
well as a range of anti-canonical art forms: caricature and a new iconography of

the urban poor. Looking at paintings, drawings and prints, this module explores
the exchange between Bologna’s high arts and the culture of the street. It
includes visits to Christ Church Gallery in Oxford and to the British Museum’s
Prints and Drawings collections.
Bologna: Arts and the City at Birkbeck
At the very bottom of the page linked above you will see an Enrol Now
button. Immediately above that is a link: Class outline/ syllabus – this
will allow you to download the full syllabus for this course.

Giuseppe Maria Mitelli, Print-seller (Arti
per via), 1660, etching, © British Museum

Art History: A Survey (BA) £1300
This survey module will introduce you to key periods, themes and movements in Western art from antiquity through
to the late twentieth century. The module begins by exploring the foundations of European art, before moving on to
the art and architecture of the medieval, Renaissance and Baroque periods. A session on the eighteenth century is
followed by a series of classes which follow the European avant-gardes through late-nineteenth- and twentiethcentury modernism, concluding with the period of intense artistic activity from Pop Art to Conceptualism.
This is a lecture series, taught by a range of different tutors as part of the BA first-year programme. Classes run on
Mondays 18:00-19:30 from 01-Oct to 10-Dec and 14-Jan to 25-Mar for 22 weeks. Please note that the duration of each
class is shorter than other Cert HE courses. There is a break in week 6 in both terms, making it a 20-week course. The
course is assessed by essays and an unseen examination in the summer. This course is particularly recommended for
people who are thinking of progressing on from the Cert HE onto the BA History of Art, BA History of Art with Curating
or BA History of Art with Film.
Here is a link, scroll to the very bottom of this page and you will see an Enrol Now button.
Art History: A Survey (BA) at Birkbeck
Material and Process in Art (BA) £1300
Why do art materials matter? The aim of this Short Course is to make you aware of the ways in which different
materials have been used at different periods and how different media have historically acquired specific meanings
and connotations. Starting in the medieval period and working through to the present day, the module will address
the use and valuation of materials including stone, wood, glass, metal, textiles paint, print, found objects, the artists’
body, and digital media. It will involve visits to museums, galleries, and places of art production.
This is a lecture series, taught by a range of different tutors as part of the BA first-year programme. Classes run on
Wednesday 18:00-19:30 from 03-Oct to 12-Dec and 16-Jan to 27-Mar for 22 weeks. Please note that the duration of
each class is shorter than other Cert HE courses. There is a break in week 6 in both terms, making it a 20-week course.
The course is assessed by essays only. This course is particularly recommended for people who are thinking of
progressing on from the Cert HE onto the BA History of Art, BA History of Art with Curating or BA History of Art with
Film.
Here is a link, scroll to the very bottom of this page and you will see an Enrol Now button.
Material and Process in Art (BA) at Birkbeck

Spring Term – Commencing week of 14-Jan 2019
Re-Examining the Art of the Italian Nude
Taught by Kasia Murawska-Muthesius on Tuesdays 18:00-20:00, from 15-Jan to 26-Mar for 11 weeks. £650
The nude, an ancient art form aligned with the notion of ideal beauty, was reinvented by the artists of the Italian
Renaissance and Baroque. This module revisits the iconic nudes of the era, looking at their patron’s motivations, their
display and circulation. We will examine these images not only as expressions of power and eroticism, but also as
examples of how sexual violence was normalised. Among the artists discussed are Raphael, Michelangelo, Titian,
Annibale and Agostino Carracci, Caravaggio, Bernini, and Artemisia Gentileschi.
Re-Examining the Art of the Italian Nude at Birkbeck
At the very bottom of the page linked
above you will see an Enrol Now button.
Immediately above that is a link: Class
outline/syllabus – this will allow you to
download the full syllabus for this course.

Colours of Venice
Taught by Christopher Moock on
Wednesdays 18:00-20:00, from 16-Jan to
27-Mar for 11 weeks. £650
This module explores the paintings of Venice
in the sixteenth century. We will look closely
at the work of a series of major artists
working in the city: Giorgione, Titian,
Tintoretto and Veronese. Their work
represents a great flowering in the development of oil painting in this period. The development of new styles and
techniques of painting will be considered. Art
Titian, Venus and the Lute Player, ca. 1565–70. Oil on canvas. ©
works will be related to their political,
Metropolitan Museum of Art
religious, philosophical and social contexts
within the city. Themes covered include state
and private patronage, the impact of the Counter Reformation on religious art and the development of secular painting
including portraits, landscapes and mythologies.
Colours of Venice at Birkbeck
At the very bottom of the page linked above you will see an Enrol Now button. Immediately above that is a link:
Class outline/syllabus – this will allow you to download the full syllabus for this course.

Summer Term – Commencing week of 29-Apr 2019
Rome: City of Art
Taught by Christopher Moock on Thursdays 11:00-13:00, from 2-May to 11-Jul
for 11 weeks. £650
This module is concerned with High Baroque art in Rome, considering the
production and reception of painting, sculpture and architecture. The focus will
be on the dominant artist of the period, Gian Lorenzo Bernini, a genius who
transformed the city on behalf of a series of popes. In addition, other artists
including Guido Reni, Pietro da Cortona, Nicolas Poussin and Francesco
Borromini will be seen as offering competing and sometimes conflicting artistic
visions. This will be explored in both their large-scale public projects (including
churches, chapel decorations and altarpieces) and smaller commissions such as
oil paintings to be displayed in private galleries for the delectation of
connoisseurs. The impact of the papal patronage of the Borghese, Barberini and
Pamphilj families will also be considered.
Gian Lorenzo Bernini, Bacchanal: A Faun
Teased by Children, marble, 1616-17.
© Metropolitan Museum of Art

Rome: City of Art at Birkbeck

At the very bottom of the page linked above you will see an Enrol Now button. Immediately above that is a link:
Class outline/syllabus – this will allow you to download the full syllabus for this course.

Shock of the New
Taught by Nick Lambrianou on Tuesdays 18:00-20:00, from 30-Apr to 9-Jul for 11 weeks. £650
How and why has the avant-garde continually sought to transform the way in which we understand and define art?
This module focuses each week on specific artists and movements affiliated with modernism and the avant-garde.
Looking at individual practices, we also discuss the reception, debates and theories of modernist art from its
nineteenth century origins to its contemporary revisions.
Shock of the New at Birkbeck
At the very bottom of the page linked above you will see an Enrol Now button. Immediately above that is a link:
Class outline/syllabus – this will allow you to download the full syllabus for this course.
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Study Trip to Naples
Taught in Naples by Kasia Murawska Muthesius over the week 13-17 May, with a pre-sessional meeting on 27 April.
Naples has been a vibrant cultural metropolis since the second millennium BCE, a major centre of Hellenistic culture,
Angevine Gothic, Spanish Baroque and French Rococo. This five-day trip focuses on the Early Modern era, when
Naples, ruled by the Spanish Habsburgs. It was then the largest city in Europe, with feverish building activities, a
booming art market, and a popular street theatre featuring Pulcinella. We will visit diverse city districts, churches,
palaces, convents, museums and cafés, including Certosa di San Martino, Pio Monte della Misericordia, Museo del
Capodimonote, Palazzo Reale and Museo Filangieri. The visit will focus on the formation of the Neapolitan Baroque
created in exchange between the foreigners: Caravaggio, Domenichino, Lanfranco and Jusepe de Ribera, and the local
artists, such as Salvator Rosa and Luca Giordano. Eighteenth century Naples under the Bourbons (Royal Palace in
Caserta and Teatro San Carlo), the nineteenth-century giant shopping arcade, as well as modern architecture in the
island of Capri (Casa Malaparte) will also form part of this visit.
Please note that the fee of Fees £775 covers tuition only, and that you are expected to make your own travel and
accommodation arrangements.
Study Trip to Naples at Birkbeck
At the very bottom of the page linked above you will see an Enrol Now button. Immediately above that is a link:
Class outline/syllabus – this will allow you to download the full syllabus for this course.

Francesco Rosselli, Tavola Strozzi, View of the city of Naples in Italy from the sea, c. 1470, detail, © Museo Di San Martino

